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March 2020
Welcome to March’s Unity newsletter.
This month’s contents are listed below. Thank -you all for your
submissions.
Closing date for submissions for the April issue is
Sunday 15th March, Thanks!
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Yes, once – many, many years ago. I thought I had made a wrong
decision. Of course, it turned out that I had been right all along.
But I was wrong to have thought that I was wrong.
John Foster Dulles, Politician and diplomat
on being asked if he had ever been wrong.
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A message from Sue
Dear all
This year is already well underway. We have successfully completed
another winter Night Shelter - many thanks to Jane and Lee, and to all
those who assisted them in running this. Jesus spent much of his time
reaching out to those in need and helping them to find a better place. In
our small way, through this project, we do that too.
The Foodbank continues, and numbers are slowly building. The last two
weeks have seen 15 clients on each Tuesday morning.
We have also had our first Ealing Green Comedy Festival, organised by
Phil Male (whoever he is). On the day more than one of the guest
comedians congratulated us on the diversity of people we had within our
church. Some of them had not even expected to be welcome here.
Again this was a day where we enacted Jesus’ model of reaching out to
all. Thanks go to Phil, and to all who helped or supported him.
We are now almost in Lent - a time when Christians try to draw closer to
Jesus, and to become - through some form of self control - more the
people he wants us to be. It could be argued that we should be doing
this all year round, and of course that’s true, but if you don’t, try looking at
how you can draw closer to Jesus this Lent - it’s a good time to try since
many others will be observing Lent around you.
Is there something you do that you know is bad for you spiritually that you
could try to stop doing now?
Is this a time you could give time or money to the poor?
Would you like a pastoral chat with me about where you are at in your
journey with God - just phone or email and I will find a time to meet with
you.
Could you spend some time studying? Have you any friends - from other
denominations, or none, who might like to join us for the study below ...
The circuit will be running Lent study groups . I am running one at
Kingsdown on Friday mornings, 10am - 11.30, each week beginning on 6
March. Week 1 will be based on Exodus 3:1-15 and is entitled “The fire
and the name”. Come and find out more.
There are groups at other times in other parts of the circuit. You can find
these in the notices.
Looking forward to being together this Lent.

Sue
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Dates for your Diary
March 6, 13, 20, 27, April 3 and 24 – Join us at Kingsdown for our Lent
Group for the two churches (and others) at 10 AM – 11.30. This will be
on Scripture, but more information will follow.
March 7th 10am – Join us at Northolt Methodist Church for a
consultation about the Methodist Church Report on Marriage and
Relationships
March 16th – 7.45pm. Join us at Ealing Green for a consultation about
the Methodist Church Report on Marriage and Relationships
March 17th 12.45pm – Third - Tuesday Worship at Ealing Green

News of the Church Family
Please pray for Margaret Lewis who has been feeling unwell for the
last few weeks. Back pain is now preventing her going out. She is
moving into Victoria House in Kew for the time being.
Christine Edwards spent a couple of days in hospital following a fall.
We give thanks that she has now recovered and is back home and
managing with the help of a carer.
Margaret Cooper continues to make gradual improvement from
surgery last Autumn. She is grateful for our prayers and the flowers
she has received.
Please continue to support Jean Rose with your prayers. Back and
hip pain still limit her mobility.
Please pray for Janette Pender who has now almost recovered from
her shoulder and ankle surgery. She is looking forward to getting out
in her motorised buggy when the weather improves.
We are glad that Linda Quinn and her daughter Philippa are safely
back from India, where they visited the girls they support in the
Healing Touch School. Linda has some interesting stories to tell – do
ask her about her trip.
Our love and sympathy to Joan Lindley and her family on the death
of her Mum last week. Joan’s husband was in Russia at the time,
which added to Joan’s sadness.
We pray for those mentioned above and for all who carry the
burden of illness and for their families and friends.
Gill Hatherall
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Unity
It’s March already, or at least it will be soon if you are reading this hot
off the press/internet. What’s happened to make the first couple of
months go so fast? Or hasn’t it for you? I know that some of the
volunteers for the Night Shelter (thank you everyone) seemed a bit
surprised that our stint had come to the end in early February. I also
know that, having taken my foot off for a quick breather, I still
haven’t finished sending out all the letters thanking those shops and
others who helped. Hopefully by the time you read this I will have
done all that, but here we are already well in to 2020 and a new
decade – although I will accept arguments, as we had at The
Millennium arguing that 2020 is the last year of the 20 tens/teens.
I have had my head down and focused so much on the Night
Shelter that I have missed other events, not least Phil’s Holy Humour
day/night to raise money for Christian Aid. Normally it’s later in the
year that we focus on Christian Aid, but his work in assembling a
range of comics, a workshop and some performances really paid off.
We went up to see the afternoon/evening session, which had some
really good acts. The previous evening we had been up to town to
see a top line comedian and were pleasantly surprised at some of
the acts Phil had brought in. I particularly liked one and will keep my
eyes out just in case for the future. In the end, instead of staying for a
couple of hours, we stayed through to the end – much to the
apparent annoyance of our cats when we got home late to feed
them. You can just tell with cats, can’t you?
As we are coming out of the ‘darkest’ time of the year, some of our
congregation are coming home from their attempts to escape the
decreasingly severe, English winter. Pat has written about her any
Martin’s trip to Ethiopia and Linda has written about her trip to the
Healing Touch school. Both trips seem to have offered us insights into
how others live, something we can all think about.
Then again, if you are thinking about taking a trip (within the Borough
of Ealing) we have good news for you – Slide. See later in this
newsletter. Please let me have any contributions for next month’s
newsletter as soon as you can.
God bless you
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From Helen Harper:
I’m sure I speak for everyone when I express our thanks to Lee
and Jane who did a wonderful job organising this years’ Night
Shelter. Everything ran smoothly, and if there were any
hitches, no one noticed! Their dedication humour and hard
work made the whole six weeks a great success, and very
much appreciated by our guests.
Thank you both !
Love, Helen

Apache Blessing
May the sun bring you new energy by day.
May the moon softly restore you by night
May the rain wash away your worries.
May the breeze blow new strength into your being.
May you walk gently through the world and know its beauty all the
days of your life.

Sent in by Janette Pender

Church Flowers – Appeal for donors and/or
arrangers

Thank you to all those who have donated and/or arranged flowers
during the past year. I am now trying to prepare the Flower Rota for
2020 but am, once again, very short of arrangers and donors!
You are invited to remember any special anniversary, birthday or
occasion for family or friends, by donating money for flowers on a
Sunday of your choice.
If you would like to give the flowers on a specific Sunday, please let
me know. Occasionally the date clashes with a date chosen by
someone else, but I will do my best to accommodate your request.
You will not need to arrange the flowers as well, if you do not wish to,
but if you could be persuaded to ‘give it a go’, that would be
wonderful – it can be a simple arrangement – just a bunch of flowers
is fine.
The Flower Fund relies on your monetary support for floral decoration,
Sunday by Sunday, to enhance our worship. Thank you for your
continued support. Contributions would be welcome and may be
handed to me.
Gill Hatherall.
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A Visit to the Healing Touch School, Chennai
My elder daughter Philippa and I
flew to Chennai (formerly
Madras) to meet our sponsored
children (I have Meenakshi who is
now 15 years old) and Philippa
and Dan have a boy and girl 6
years of age.
Victor Immanuel, the main
trustee for the charity, took us on
the 2.5 hour journey in his car
which was driven by his friend Shanker. Shanker managed to avoid
the tuk tuks, cars, buses,
pedestrians, cows and dogs and
we arrived safely at the school.
We were greeted by the children
with a drum, floral necklaces and
were showered with petals - a
wonderful experience. We
brought donations with us of
money (destined to feed the
unsponsored children),
chocolate, sweets, toys, t-shirts
and torches, weighing around
180 kg! A very kind donor sent
money for a new school
computer, which Victor
obtained for us. The desk and
chair have now been bought
locally.
I had to cut the chrysanthemum rope
to open the new computer room. The
children were very excited and five of
the girls performed a dance in our
honour. All the presents were a success
and after receiving big Cadbury blocks
of chocolate the surrounding villages
must have been on a high that evening.
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The Ealing Green bus is still in
operation ferrying the children to
and back from school. We saw
the orchard where jack fruits,
pomegranates and vegetables in
season are grown. They have
even planted four teak trees there,
which will eventually provide them
with revenue.
Visiting India is an eyeopener. Many people are hungry
and the rich/poor gap is
huge. The people, however,
smile a lot. The Indian
government subsidises rice - it is
sold at 1 rupee per kilo (about
1p). Rice is eaten 3 times a day,
but with very little protein if you
are poor. One good thing is no plastic bags are sold there. We saw
the plastic debris on the sea shore in Chennai.
Ealing Green church gives the
teachers and pupils hope for
the future. Healing Touch is
greatly dependent on our
financial support. There are
over 20 primary school
children who need
sponsorship. Their parents
work in the quarries, breaking
stones, and earn about £1 a
day. They are always in debt to
the quarry owners.
They send their greetings to all at
Ealing Green Church;
Linda Quinn
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SLIDE Ealing
Slide Ealing is a new ride sharing minibus service brought to you by
Transport for London (TfL).
The minibuses will pick you up and drop you off at Slide stops dotted
around the borough (they are shown on the app and there is one
near you). You need to get the app on your phone, which may be a
challenge, but something that in this, the 21st century, might be
worthwhile. All you need is a smartphone and, if necessary,
someone to help you through the not very tricky, process of
downloading and using the app.
For those willing to go it alone, you just look for the app in the App
store – it’s Slide Ealing and you will see the logo as on the following
pages. Once you have downloaded it you will be asked to verify
that you are who you say you are (not least so they can ask you for
credit card details – if you are not a Freedom Pass holder). If you are
a Freedom Pass holder they ask for a picture of the Freedom Pass so
they can validate your free use of the system. Once that is
confirmed you can use your Freedom Pass, as on any bus/tube etc.
in London.
One of the major attractions of Slide is the fact that it is free for those
of us with a Freedom Pass. Now – when did you last have the offer of
free travel around the borough? Isn’t that something worth getting
online and working to master?
There is a catch and there has to be a catch – but it’s not a big one
– you will have to walk to the nearest stop. Apart from that, what’s
not to like?
On the next two pages I have reproduced the flyer, some copies of
which are available in the church foyer.
If you have any questions, please let me know or, and I haven’t
asked her, but I know that Deb has used it recently and can offer
firsthand experience of it.
Whatever else, it’s trialling in Ealing and may well be worth
considering. I’m signing up and hope to be able to report on how
well the system works in next month’s newsletter.
Lee Horwich
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Postcard from Harar
We have just spent two weeks
travelling around Ethiopia visiting
the more out of the way places.
Our first stop for a few days was
the walled city of Harar.
Harar is an old walled Muslim city
in the East of Ethiopia, that used
to be a separate city state on the
trading route from Ethiopia to
Arabia. It was called the ‘half way house’ for trading of slaves and
various goods between Africa and Arabia. It was also known as a
Muslim city where non-Muslims could not enter. Richard Burton (not
that one - ed.) was fascinated with the city and entered it in disguise
in the 1850s. It was invaded by Egypt in the 1880s and for 10 years
was under their rule. It was then
taken over and annexed by the
Ethiopians. Its most recent claim to
fame is as an UNESCO world
heritage site because of its ancient
walled city and the UNESCO prize in
2003 as a city of peace where
Muslims and Christians live
peacefully together. It is also
reputed to be the fourth holiest city
of Islam.
It is a relaxed city, where life
continues as it has always done so,
and there are few tourists.
However, one of the highlights of
any trip to Harar is the feeding of
the hyenas which takes place at
7pm in the evening. There are
various stories about why this
happens and for how long it has
been going on, but at least since
the mid 19th century. Harar also
defines itself as having a special
relationship of mutual protection
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with hyenas in that both look out for each other, with the hyenas
wandering the streets at night to clear away any left over food.
Even in times of famine, the people of Harar continued to feed the
hyenas.
Martin and I joined the hyena feeding in the evening and both us
fed the hyenas. They are very heavy, massive creatures and quite
unlike the little Disney hyenas I am used to. I was tempted to stroke
the hyena I was feeding, but decided that went too far! As you can
see from the photo, the hyena actually puts its paws on your
shoulders to obtain the
food.
We also walked the streets
of the city watching life go
by with people trading
spices and vegetables. We
had a chance, with the help
of a local guide, to be
welcomed into local houses
where people lived very
simply. The walls of the
houses were covered with
the family heirlooms of various cooking utensils passed down over the
years.
As we finished our time in this little gem
of a city, we reflected on whether it will
continue to be the city of tolerance that
gained it that UNESCO prize. On our
trip, It was touch and go whether we
would get to Harar due to local rioting
and road blocks arising from a dispute
between young local Christians and
Muslims.
We can only hope
Pat and Martin
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Classic Cinema Club Ealing Fridays 7:30pm
The theme for March and April 2020 is:
LOCATION LOCATION LOCATION
A series of films where setting is key, which take place mostly against
one backdrop, be it a home, city or
neighbourhood.
Friday 6th March Under Milk Wood

(1971)

88 minutes

Directed by Andrew Sinclair, based on the
play by Dylan Thomas
Starring Richard Burton, Elizabeth Taylor,
Peter O’Toole
This is a delightful, if peculiar, story of a day
in the life of a small, Welsh fishing village
called "Llareggub" (read it backwards). We
meet a host of curious characters (and
ghosts) through the "eyes" of blind Captain Tom Cat (Peter O'Toole).
This is a true "classic" of modern British writing with a wonderful,
mischievous use of language.
Friday 13th March
Ju Dou (1990)
95 minutes in Mandarin with English subtitles
Directed by Zhang Yimou
Starring Gong Li, Baotian Li, Wei Li
A woman married to the brutal and infertile
owner of a dye mill in rural China conceives
a boy with her husband's nephew but is
forced to raise her son as her husband's heir
without revealing his parentage in this
circular tragedy. This tale of romantic and
familial love in the face of unbreakable
tradition is more universal than its setting.
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Friday 20th March
My Left Foot (1989) 103 minutes
Directed by Jim Sheridan
Starring Daniel Day-Lewis, Brenda
Fricker, Fiona Shaw
Christy Brown is born with cerebral palsy
to a large, poor Irish family. His mother,
Mrs. Brown, recognizes the intelligence
and humanity in the lad everyone else
regards as a vegetable. Eventually,
Christy matures into a cantankerous
artist who uses his dexterous left foot to
write and paint.
Friday 27th March
Red Desert
(1964)
117 minutes
in Italian with English subtitles
Directed by Michelangelo Antonioni
Starring Monica Vitti, Richard Harris
In a bleak rundown industrial area a
young woman, Giuliana, tries to cope
with life. She's married to Ugo the
manager of a local plant but is soon
having an affair with one of his coworkers, Corrado Zeller, who is visiting.
Giuliana is unstable, not quite knowing
anymore just what her role is, whether
that be a wife, a mother or just another
person. Her escape from life is shortlived however as Zeller is simply using her
to satisfy his own needs and desires.
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Collection Point
This month’s Communion collection goes to the Lomagundi Clinic in
Chinhoyi, Zimbabwe. I will let the following edited piece from Stanley
Mudzingwa, the tireless
administrator for the clinic,
describe the conditions that he
and the medical staff are working
under:
‘Zimbabwe has the second
highest rate of inflation the world
over. Half of its population is
facing starvation. Over ninety
percent its citizens are jobless.
They survive by any means
necessary. The southern African
nation has the worst public health
system ever! The hospitals are a
sorry sight! No medicines. No doctors. Just a handful of the most
disgruntled and unmotivated nurses manning the sparsely populated
wards tells one the comprehensive picture of what's obtaining in
these death buildings. The sick have to bring linen from their homes.
The food is as inedible as pieces of chipboard (to those who haven't
been to Zimbabwe this may well sound fictitious and I do apologise
and wish it was fiction!). The rich shun these hospitals and fly out to
India and China but then the majority cannot afford those luxuries
and are the ones stuck with us at our little clinic. It gets so
overwhelming that it all doesn't make sense. The government
recently announced increments in hospital consultation fees from
ZW$36 to ZW$120 per visit. That is from US$2 to US$6 per visit to the
public hospital. That is a big jump for a country where the average
person survives on less than US$1 per day. We charge from ZW$20 to
Zw$50 for adults and ZW$10 to ZW$20 for children below the age of
five, but do free consultation for many who cannot afford even
these minimal fees. We are making every effort to provide at least
the basic medicines which are not available in state hospitals.
The Chinhoyi Clinic is the only faith based health institution in
Chinhoyi. We operate almost entirely on a humanitarian basis. God
has called us into this ministry to give relief, no matter how
insignificant it is, to the people in our community and beyond. Our
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little clinic is the first option for almost
the whole population of Chinhoyi.
We try by all means to give
reception and treatment fit for
human beings. What we lack
materially we compensate with the
quality of care and the few smiles we
are still able to master.
With a monthly budget of US$1500 which goes towards medicines
and staff allowances we find ourselves in financial troubles virtually
every month. Its either we buy medicines from neighbouring
countries one month and then sacrifice a few dollars for staff
allowances the other month. This January over a thousand patients
were seen at the clinic.
The clinic also serves as a Counselling and Testing centre for HIV/AIDS
dispensing Anti-Retroviral medicines on behalf of the government.
The government has seconded a nurse to handle that business. It is
sad to note that most of those infected with HIV are the young and
supposedly productive age group, mostly below 40 years old.
For now the clinic remains the only option for most people because
the public health system isn’t offering much until now. The numbers
of people served at the clinic remain very high when compared to
the nurse-client ratio. The clinic also faces several challenges:




Lack of capacity to
attend to some of
the cases brought
forward. Our wish is
to be in that
position where we
can offer
comprehensive
service to the
community as far as
primary health care
is concerned
The already and perennially alluded to challenge of operating
space.
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The clinic struggles to raise
adequate financial resources to:




Procure medicines and other
medical sundries. Paediatric
medicines and second line
antibiotics are very expensive
but they remain essential in the
provision of adequate service at
the clinic. Injectables and
suspension drugs are in short
supply nationally and difficult to
procure.
Acquire medical equipment for
managing emergencies and
accidents. At the moment the
only option is to refer emergency cases to the government
hospitals – see above

The few rains that are falling have brought with them cases of
malaria. For that we are releasing some the nurses' aides into the
community to educate people how to prevent malaria and other
waterborne diseases like cholera and typhoid. A drop in the ocean .
..
Unfortunately we have had to rely mainly on donations from well
wishers and the over a decade long partnership with Ealing Green
Church. We say unfortunate because we been trying rather
unsuccessfully to be self sufficient and ease the burden on our good
hearted brothers and sisters who have stood by untiringly over the
years. The need is there and gets bigger every time. We can never
express our gratitude in words, we pray the spirit expresses it better
than we can ever dream of. Thank you all for your selflessness.
Thank you for your generosity. Thank you for everything. God bless
you.
Please give generously.
Thank you
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Church Rotas
Could we have some volunteers for readers and in particular the prayer rota (now with only 3 persons
on it!) – Please see Sarah or myself if you are interested/willing to help. Thanks, Lee
March
1st

HC

Preacher

Bible Steward

Reader

Sue Male

Ela Trail

Alicia Moyo

Prayers

NM & MR

1st Sunday in Lent
8th

Glynis Forbes

Communion
Stewards
ET,EL & JH

Elias Laichena

Elspeth Singleton

Colin Hatherall
Jane Horwich

~Pot Luck Lunch~
15th

Shirlyn Toppin

Antonya Kloetgen

Fleur Hatherall

22nd

Sue Male

Louise Singleton

Patricia Sucher

Jane Horwich

Charles Kenny

Café Church,
Mothering Sunday

29th

Lemia Nkwelah

Colin Hatherall

It is only rarely that one can see in a little boy the promise of a man, but one can almost always see in
a little girl the threat of a woman.
Alexandre Dumas’ son
French writer and son of the author of the Three Musketeers.
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